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text Andrew Jefford

Piedmont
road
less
travelled

Bypassing well-known Barolo and Barbaresco, Andrew Jefford discovers
Piedmont is a treasure trove of alternative varieties, fragrant nebbiolos and
stand-out whites if you venture off the beaten track. It’s time to explore.
HILL CLIMB
A slow amble through
Bersano Cremosina
vineyard. Right: vines
at Cantine Garrone
in the Val d’Ossola.
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BIG players
The Travaglini family
at their influential
winery in Gattinara.

A

quarter of a century on the wine road,
and I felt I was starting again. Everything
was new; everything was strange. Not just a
torrent of unfamiliar names but a cascade of
strange flavours, too: tannic, bitter-edged
pink wines; whites which smelled of hay and
wildflowers then tasted of pears and herbs;
reds with scents that seemed to promise
musky sweetness on the palate, then delivered
rasping, dry depths. Never have I travelled
for five days and discovered so much that
bore so little resemblance to everything else.
Piedmont is a secret vine kingdom and this
trip was a kind of gustatory blind man’s buff.
What exactly was it I was tagging? Trolls?
Elves? Princesses?
The visits had been organised by Paul
Balke, the Dutch author of the 256-page Piemonte Wine and Travel Atlas (available via
www.paulbalke.com/en/books.html). He fell
in love with Piedmont himself 10 years ago,
and now lives there. He drives the most
abused and beaten-up Volvo I have ever seen
(the police in Genoa once attempted to blow
its door off thinking it belonged to a terrorist
after he parked it illegally close to the mayor’s
office), and working in various ways to help
the world to discover the hidden riches he
himself has chanced upon. He’s also the first
person I’ve ever met who understands the
intricacies of Piedmont’s wine law: an
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extraordinary intellectual feat. We didn’t, I
hasten to add, set foot in either Barolo or
Barbaresco. Yes, they produce some of Italy’s
greatest wines but the world knows them
well, and in any case they only represent five
per cent of Piedmontese production. What
we were after was the rest.
Exactly how you describe “the rest” is quite
a challenge but let’s begin with geography.
Piedmont is a horseshoe with its open end
facing east. Two-thirds of the shoe’s rim are
constituted by the Alps, blocking Piedmont
off from France to the west and Switzerland
to the north. The rest of the rim is the start
of Italy’s long Apennine chain. That closes
Piedmont off from Liguria, further south.
Much of central Piedmont is as topographically uneventful as South Australia’s
Riverland. It has a big river of its own, too:
the Po, which bellies across northern Italy
through the sprawling, flat cities of Piacenza,
Cremona and Ferrara, eventually emptying
into the Adriatic in delta country to the
south of Venice. Piedmont shares the Po with
Lombardy and Veneto. In Piedmont, the river
banks are planted to rice and vegetables.
Vines need hills but which ones?
In Piedmont, you have every sort from
which to choose, from vertiginous and skiable to subtle and slight. Most rimming the
horseshoe are, in fact, too mountainous to be
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of much use to grape growers. A few lower
hills in the north are suitable. Although, it is
a vast “tongue” of hilly land protruding up
from the Apennines in the south which is
most ideal. The tongue prods Torino, which
is why the Po detours north before heading
east; this central upland, comprising the
Langhe and the Monferrato hills, is where
most of Piedmont’s wine action takes place.
The hills are drained by their own river system, that of the Tanaro, linking the main hill
towns of Alba, Asti and Alessandria before it
loses itself in the Po.
Now let’s link geography to grape varieties.
Think Piedmont and you think nebbiolo.
There are many great nebbiolos produced
outside Barolo and Barbaresco. They rarely
have the structure or power you might expect
from Barolo. What they have, instead, are
fragrance and finesse and sometimes more
drinkability than the often extravagantly tannic wines grown around Alba.
Intriguingly, many of the best come from
the very different alpine locations of North
Piedmont rather than the hills of the Langhe
and of Monferrato, and are grown on acidic
soils rather than the highly calcareous soils
typical further south. They prove (encouragingly for Australia’s nebbiolo pioneers) that
this great grape variety doesn’t need limestone and a high soil pH to flourish. Ghemme,

PREVIOUS SPREAD: PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF Cantine garrone and Bersano Cremosina.
THIS SPREAD: PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF bersano, travaglini, www.enit.it, giovanni almondo and andrew jefford.

FLOODGATES
The grand entrance to
the Bersano vineyards.

WORKING THE EARTH
Above: Roero winemaker
Domenico Almondo.
Centre: new plantings
of nebbiolo. Right: a
happy vineyard worker.
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PLAINS OF PLENTY
Vista from the top of
the Almondo vineyards.
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LABOUR THE POINT
Soil preparation
(left) at Almondo.

Sizzano and Fara are zones where nebbiolo
thrives on often clayey moraine hills left by
melting glaciers. In Gattinara, Bramaterra
and Boca, by contrast, it flourishes on volcanic soils often marked by the purple of
porphyry. Growers in Lessona and Costa
della Sesia plant their nebbiolo in sandy soils
of marine origin and high up in the Val
d’Ossola it buries its roots into granite. You
can find fragrant, vivacious nebbiolo in all of
these areas, though it will often be blended
with smaller amounts of other varieties, such
as vespolina, croatina and uva rara. Imagine
a wine with almost Burgundian weight but
with the refined, concentrated, tight-drawn
asperities of flavour we associate with the
variety. As this area is close to the city of
Novara, Colline Novarese (Novara hills) is
another of the many DOC and DOCG names
you will find plastered on labels. If you’d like

es where nebbiolo thrives
Ghemme, Sizzano and Fara are zon
on often clayey moraine hills left by melting glaciers.
to try an intriguing white
wine from northern Piedmont, look out for the
astonishing erbaluce (known
as the greco novarese in
both Novara and Vercelli
provinces). The best are billowingly fragrant with layers
of soft hay and wildflowers
– light and enticing.
The Monferrato hills
which stretch west and south
of the town of Casale Monferrato towards Turin and
towards Asti constitute an
even bigger area than the
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Langhe hills. The best-known varieties in this
area are reds based on barbera, together with
fragrant, sweet, low-alcohol whites made
from moscato (muscat blanc à petits grains,
known here as muscato di canelli), but there
are some other fascinating specialities, too.
Grignolino makes one of the world’s most
intriguing pink wines. It’s fragrant with
strawberry, cherry and cherry-kernel scents,
but is almost shocking to sip: it’s acidic, dry,
tannic and sometimes bitter-edged, like alcoholic cranberry juice. A brilliant food rosé,
though, in truth, you’d probably need Italian
genes to enjoy it as an apéritif.
Another mesmerising speciality is ruché.
It’s a light red wine, with such enticingly
sweet, musky scents that you feel sure it will
be sweet. Some ruché is indeed sweet but
most isn’t. These tend to be surprisingly
deep, tannin-veiled wines which detonate
with dark cherry and plum fruit, and sometimes have a Seville orange note, too. One sip
and your palate will never be the same again.
If explosive reds interest you, barbera is
the name to look for. This is a variety
which often has almost daunting acidity
levels that wave and slice like a sword in
the air. The best (from Monferrato and
from Asti) manage to drape that acidity
with such exciting dark fruit flavours
and pack a little tannin into its base so
that it sings and weaves its way beguilingly through the mouth. Oaking
can add spice and licorice, though
I’m not always sure I welcome that.
It’s the fruit flavours which keep you
on the edge of your seat.
What else? Brachetto is a strawberry-pink fizz with the same kind
of refreshing, light-hearted charm
that moscato has, and freisa generally
occupies the same light-entertain-

Photography courtesy of Bersano, www.enit.it and giovanni almondo.

THRIVING GREEN
A vineyard of aglianico
vines at Bersano
vineyard in Piedmont.

ment division, though a few
growers make serious red wine
with it (if treated with respect,
it can be powerful and expressive). There’s a little cortese up
here, too: the white grape
found further south in Gavi,
producing gently almondy,
vegetal whites. Two more littleplanted but hugely characterful
reds are the violet-hued uceline
or uvalino, and the altogether
gutsier albarossa. The latter
has a promising future, and
has been planted by many growers here
including Michele Chiarlo and Bavi.
Let’s move on to the Langhe – the hills
running south and west in a series of smaller
tongues from the town of Alba. Nebbiolo is
the great grape of this area and it is grown
in warm sites dotted all over the region. If
you’re looking for younger, fresher, lighter
and significantly less expensive versions than
Barolo and Barbaresco, then Langhe Nebbiolo
could be the perfect choice. Nebbiolo d’Alba
is another name to look out for, which comes
from the most ambitious sites, excluding
those in Barolo and Barbaresco. A third alternative for nebbiolistas is Roero: nebbiolo
grown on the hills of the left bank of the
Tanaro, across the river from Barbaresco and
Barolo. The soils here are lighter and sandier,
the wines intense and curranty. My favourite
wines from Roero are not red but white,
made from the arneis grape variety. They
are subtle, layered and fine-grained, with
notes of wild flowers, pear and pine and a
flavour which, though dry, can still hint at
the richness of honey and nougat.
The dolcetto red grape variety is
grown all over Piedmont. There are
many good examples up in the Monferrato hills but the best for me are probably grown in the Langhe, both on
cooler sites in Barolo and Barbaresco
(these wines will say Dolcetto d’Alba
on the label) and in sub-regions
where dolcetto is a speciality, notably
the higher hills just to the south of
Barolo in Dogliani. The name of this
variety suggests, to the Italian ear, a
little sweetness, and some of the

It is a precious resource for the
future as those stewarding distinguished viticultural sites in
both hemispheres search for
the perfect variety (or varieties)
to reveal the terroir potential
of those sites. Any region this
complex will never have more
than its stand-out wines exported but explorers should set
their compass for Piedmont,
and try as much as they can
while they are there.
wines sold as dolcetto d’Alba can have an
attractive, pert fleshiness, though never any
residual sugar. However, the flavour profile
of dolcetto from Dogliani is different. Here
the grape needs to hang later into autumn to
achieve full ripeness, and the flavour contours
are less curvaceous. Indeed Dogliani strikes
me as being one of the most restrained, dry,
grave and mineral reds of Piedmont, with
refined cherry and raspberry fruits and relatively graceful tannins. There is more refined
dolcetto, too, in Diano d’Alba.
The arneis from Roero may be the Langhe
hill’s best white, but it is not the only one.
There are some ambitious chardonnays and
sauvignons grown here, though in a grapevariety Garden of Eden like Piedmont that
seems vaguely depressing. Favorita (a synonym of vermentino) and cortese are also
found here, but perhaps the most exciting
white variety to look out for in the
future in the Langhe is the nascetta, even
if there are only seven hectares of it in
the whole region at present. The best
are soft, ample and almost doughy,
with notes of cream, lemon, straw
and white blossom. There’s true
poise and finesse here.
You’re probably feeling a
little dizzy with all of these
names, and in truth so am I.
Improbable as it may seem
there are still more Piedmontese DOCs and DOCGs that I
haven’t mentioned and more
indigenous grape varieties,
too. This is one of the wine
world’s evolutionary hot spots.
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Wines To Try
2005 Travaglini Tre Vigne
Gattinara (DOCG)
Travaglini control almost half the DOCG’s
vineyards in Gattinara. The Tre Vigne comes
from three vineyards, 20, 40 and 60 years old
respectively, and gets a year in French oak,
then five years’ bottle age before release.
Graceful scents of fine leather and tobacco,
then a wonderfully challenging flavour:
explosive but fruit-saturated acidity spins
through the mouth towards an extractive,
tannin-fanned finish packed with earth,
plant and leaf flavours.

2005 Antichi Vigneti di Cantalupo
Signore di Bayard Ghemme (DOCG)
This is one of the top cuvées from this leading
Ghemme domain. The style of this nebbiolo
is much softer, silkier and more rounded
than the Travaglini; gently expressive, full of
carefully arranged redcurrant and strawberry fruit, and soothing and subtle to
drink. The least craggy of nebbiolos.

2009 Cantine Garrone Ossolanum
A third nebbiolo, this time from a suite of
tiny granite-soiled parcels in the Alpine
pastureland of the Val d’Ossola. The
aroma of this light, clear red wine has
nobility and curranty refinement with
an elegant, fresh, almost Burgundian
palate that is slender and intense, yet
with real inner warmth, too.

2010 La Casaccia Poggeto
Grignolino del Monferrato
Casalese (DOC)
This is textbook grignolino: coral pink
to red with sweet cherry scents and
then an elegant, fresh, stylish sweep of
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PRECIOUS CARGO
The cellar at Travaglini.
Left: passing through
Monforte d’Alba.

it has an almost
On the palate its deep plum/sloe fru
balsamic excitement. It’s thick-textured, yet soft.
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NEAT AND TIDY
Rows of vines under
dramatic skies. Left:
locals inspecting the
pumpkin harvest in the
town center of Cuneo.

Photography courtesy of bersano, travaglini and www.enit.it.
PRICES ARE APPROXIMATE; WHERE UNLISTED, WINES ARE NOT AVAILABLE IN THAT COUNTRY. TO SOURCE WINES, SEE PAGE 171.

RIPE AND READY
The lush fields of
Piedmont. Right: spoils
of the fungi harvest.

cleansing, bitter-edged fruit. There’s a little
less tannins and a little more glycerol in here
than in many grignolinos.

thick-textured, yet soft and ample in every
department. A dense and exciting red wine
with unusual fleshy generosity for Piedmont.

2006 Tenute Sella Omaggio a Quintino
Sella Lessona (DOC)

2010 Fenocchio Langhe Nebbiolo (DOC)

This is nebbiolo blended with 15 per cent
vespolina grown in the acid marine sands of
Lessona. It’s pale red in colour with ripe,
open, fragrant and fine-grained aromas. On
the palate the wine is texturally light, yet has
great volume and complexity. It is warm,
rounded and faintly saline with pulses of flavour, which wash to and fro over the tongue.

Renato and Milva Fenocchio mainly sell to
other Barbaresco producers but they keep
their best grapes for themselves. This is in
effect a Barbaresco that has been given a
shorter ageing period than usual and bottled
unfiltered. It is pale, initially aromatically
reticent but it opens beautifully in the glass.
It has deep raspberry fruits, svelte tannins and
forest undergrowth characters on the palate.

2011 Bersano San Pietro Ruché di
Castagnole Monferrato (DOC)

2011 Isolabella della Croce Valdiserre
Moscato d’Asti (DOCG)

This youthful, fresh ruché has a deep, yet
clear red colour with powerful aromas full of
musky, floral intrigue including violets and
roses. There’s round-contoured black and
red forest fruits on the palate fading towards
something a little twiggier at the end with the
refreshing bitterness of black tea.

Green-white in colour with scents of grass
and crème anglaise, then feather-light flavours
of sweet grapes. It’s like sipping fair-weather
cumulus. All grace and charm, and just 5.5
per cent alcohol.

2010 Bersano Cremosina
Barbera d’Asti (DOC)

The beautifully labelled wines of Einaudi are
some of the finest in Dogliani. This singlevineyard dolcetto grown at 350 metres
on clay-marl soils with a south-western
aspect has typically reserved, yet resonant
aromas and dry, elegant, precisely defined
flavours of finesse with a stony finish.

Barbera from Bersano’s 12-hectare Cremosina vineyard on limey clays with fine
south-western exposure is aged exclusively
in big wood. It is a fine example of this
varietal at its most balanced and accessible
with resonant plum fruits in a lush,
round, glowing style. There’s also some
mineral depths at the end.

2007 La Tribuleira Cariò Langhe
Rosso (DOC)
This wine is a fine example of the
drama and power of the albarossa
variety. It’s five years old already, yet
looks half that. It shows intriguing
aromatic richness of plant extracts,
aniseed, licorice and fresh hay. On the
palate its deep plum/sloe fruit has
an almost balsamic excitement. It’s

2009 Poderi Luigi Einaudi Dogliani
Superiore Vigna Tecc (DOCG)

2011 Giovanni Almondo
Bricco delle Ciliegie
Roero Arneis
Pale, green-tinged colours and
lacy scents of cucumber sweetened with talc. On the palate
this subtly crafted white wine is
composed, refined and long
with mineral, saline edges and
understated, vegetal flavours. A
fine example of the growing
sophistication of arneis in the
v
sandy hills of Roero.
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The Truffle Trail
If you’re planning a trip to
Piedmont, trying to make it in
November. The risk is that fog
might have closed Milan and Turin
airports but once landed you’ll
smell the reward every time you
walk into a restaurant during your
stay. The object filling these busy,
peopled spaces with its compelling
yet sometimes disturbing scent is
Tuber magnatum or the white Alba
truffle. It will probably be sitting
in a corner, under a cloche; the
chef never gets his hands on it.
It will be the waiters, or even the
owner, who administers it, grating
a little over the top of whatever
it is you happen to be eating.
Inhale; enjoy; be moved. Some say
it smells like wild garlic; others
claim it has a hydrocarbon
note. The truth, though, is
part of the reason why female
pigs were once used to search
out truffles: the scent of the
white truffle is similar to
the androgens produced by
sexually aroused male animals
(pigs and humans alike). It
tastes, by contrast, of almost
nothing at all. Perhaps that’s
just as well.
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